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Automation: definition

● The technique, method, or system of operating or controlling a process by highly 

automatic means, as by electronic devices, reducing human intervention to a 

minimum.

● The technique of making an apparatus, a process, or a system operate 

automatically.

○ Automatically: Having a self-acting or self-regulating mechanism
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Common views on automation

In general (mis)understood as the equivalent of just configuration management.

In simpler terms, this boils down to: generate a configuration based on a 
template ⇒ load the text blob on the network device. 

… but what about the very long list of other manual tasks, e.g.:
- run the command to deploy the config
- same boring email to send to your providers
- Same boring notifications written manually (sometimes with tpyos)
- route leaks you learn about only minutes after it started
- other events you react way too late
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But they all 
can be 
automated



Frameworks used in networking before 2016
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… but they are not event-driven neither data-driven



Salt had the features to automate everything

“
In SaltStack, speed isn’t a byproduct, it is a design goal. SaltStack was created as 
an extremely fast, lightweight communication bus to provide the foundation for 
a remote execution engine.
SaltStack now provides orchestration, configuration management, event 
reactors, cloud provisioning, and more, all built around the SaltStack 
high-speed communication bus.

”
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https://docs.saltstack.com/en/getstarted/speed.html

… but no features for network automation before 2016

https://docs.saltstack.com/en/getstarted/speed.html
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Minion Minion Minion...

https://docs.saltstack.com/en/latest/topics/topology/index.html
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Salt Architecture

Master

Minion Minion Minion

Device to be 
managed

The name of 
the Salt 
process

Problem: you 
can’t install 
Minions on 
traditional 
network devices!

https://docs.saltstack.com/en/latest/topics/topology/index.html
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network
device

network
device

network
device

...

https://docs.saltstack.com/en/latest/topics/topology/index.html

Salt Architecture: Proxy Minions

Master

Proxy
Minion

Proxy
Minion

Proxy
Minion

HTTP

SSH

NETCONF

Solution: Proxy Minions

They behave like regular Minions, 
but can manage network devices, 
remotely.

...

https://docs.saltstack.com/en/latest/topics/topology/index.html


Vendor-agnostic API: NAPALM
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NAPALM

 Network Automation and Programmability Abstraction Layer with Multivendor support

https://github.com/napalm-automation

https://github.com/napalm-automation
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NAPALM integrated in Salt: Carbon (2016.11)

https://docs.saltstack.com/en/develop/topics/releases/2016.11.0.html

https://docs.saltstack.com/en/develop/topics/releases/2016.11.0.html#network-automation-napalm


2016: Vendor-agnostic automation is here!
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$ sudo salt iosxr-router net.arp

iosxr-router:

    ----------

    out:

        |_

          ----------

          age:

              1620.0

          interface:

              Bundle-Ether4

          ip:

              10.0.0.2

          mac:

              00:25:90:20:46:B5

        |_

          ----------

          age:

              8570.0

$ sudo salt junos-router net.arp

junos-router:

    ----------

    out:

        |_

          ----------

          age:

              129.0

          interface:

              ae2.100

          ip:

              10.0.0.1

          mac:

              84:B5:9C:CD:09:73

        |_

          ----------

          age:

              1101.0



Vendor-agnostic configuration management
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$ sudo salt device1 state.sls ntp

device1:

----------

          ID: Manage the NTP config

    Function: netconfig.managed

      Result: True

     Comment: Configuration changed!

     Started: 10:53:25.624396

    Duration: 3494.153 ms

     Changes:

              ----------

              diff:

                  [edit system ntp]

                  -    peer 172.17.17.2;

                  [edit system ntp]

                  +    server 10.10.10.1;

                  +    server 10.10.10.2;

                  -    server 172.17.17.1;

$ sudo salt device2 state.sls ntp

device2:

----------

          ID: Manage the NTP config

    Function: netconfig.managed

      Result: True

     Comment: Configuration changed!

     Started: 11:02:39.162423

    Duration: 3478.683 ms

     Changes:

              ----------

              diff:

                  ---

                  +++

                  @@ -1,4 +1,10 @@

                  +ntp

                  + server 10.10.10.1

                  + server 10.10.10.2

                   !
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NAPALM integrated in Salt: Nitrogen (2017.7)

https://docs.saltstack.com/en/develop/topics/releases/nitrogen.html

https://docs.saltstack.com/en/develop/topics/releases/nitrogen.html#napalm


2017: event-driven network automation
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2017: event-driven network automation
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NAPALM integrated in Salt: Fluorine (2018.11)

https://docs.saltstack.com/en/develop/topics/releases/fluorine.html

https://docs.saltstack.com/en/develop/topics/releases/nitrogen.html#napalm
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NAPALM integrated in Salt: Fluorine (2018.11)

https://docs.saltstack.com/en/develop/topics/releases/fluorine.html

https://docs.saltstack.com/en/develop/topics/releases/nitrogen.html#napalm
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NAPALM integrated in Salt: Fluorine (2018.11)
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Salt for network automation: not only NAPALM

https://docs.saltstack.com/en/develop/topics/releases/fluorine.html

First framework 
with official 
OpenConfig 
integrations

https://docs.saltstack.com/en/develop/topics/releases/nitrogen.html#napalm
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Salt for network automation: not only NAPALM

https://docs.saltstack.com/en/develop/topics/releases/fluorine.html

https://docs.saltstack.com/en/develop/topics/releases/nitrogen.html#napalm


Who’s Salty today
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Network Automation
at Scale: the book

Free download:
http://www.oreilly.com/webops-perf/free/network-aut
omation-at-scale.csp

http://www.oreilly.com/webops-perf/free/network-automation-at-scale.csp
http://www.oreilly.com/webops-perf/free/network-automation-at-scale.csp


Everything is open sourced

● Salt
https://github.com/saltstack/salt

● NAPALM Automation:
https://github.com/napalm-automation
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https://github.com/saltstack/salt
https://github.com/napalm-automation


Need help/advice?

Join https://networktocode.slack.com/
rooms: #saltstack #napalm

New: https://saltstackcommunity.slack.com
rooms: #networks

Over 600 members
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http://networktocode.herokuapp.com/
https://saltstackcommunity.slack.com/


Questions
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?
mircea@cloudflare.com

mailto:mircea@cloudflare.com

